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Abstract: In shape matching, retrieval and classification, a 3D model is always taken as a whole to do
feature extraction and similarity measure, but in fact many 3D models from the internet are composed
of multiple 3D objects. 3D model's multi-instances generation algorithm can solve this problem, whose
key idea is to divide 3D model consisted of several objects into some instances. In this paper, we
discuss two applications which can highly benefit from this alogrithm. These applications include 3D
model retrieval and semantic annotation. In the first application, the key is the shape similarity between
the query model and the model having multiple objects. In the second application, the semantic
annotation of each instance is preferentially solved. Experiments show the two applications achieve
good results.
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3D models have been widely used in mechanical engineering, digital entertainment,
biological medicine, computer education, and a variety of other fields. As the number of 3D
models online and offline has increased dramatically over the last few decades, there is an
increasing need for acquiring 3D models quickly and conveniently. Early researches focus on
extracting shape features from the models and measuring shape similarities, and some 3D model
search engines have been proposed [1~3]. The most common search interface is to use keywords,
but 3D models lack semantic descriptions from themselves, so shape classification and automatic
annotation approaches have been investigated. Huber et al. [4] extract parts from training models
and group into part classes, and then derive a mapping from part classes to object classes, finally
utilize Bayesian decision for classifying vehicles into a set of known object classes. Goldfeder et
al. [5] gains relevant tags by appealing to a copy of Google 3D Warehouse. Given an unlabeled 3D
model, they firstly find its neighbors based shape similarity, and then use the labels of these
neighbors as tag candidates for the unlabeled 3D model with probabilities computed.
In above researches, researchers always assume that there is only a single object in a 3D
model, so it is taken as a whole to do shape analysis. But unfortunately, since a large number of
3D models from internet are composed of multiple 3D objects, traditional approaches work poorly
for them. For these models, their shapes are not similar to any single object. In [6], Fisher et al.
investigate scenes models composed of several objects. They learn spatial relationships by scene
graphs and use spatial context of a target location to help content based retrieval. The scene graphs
are manually downloaded from Google 3D Warehouse. But many models including multiple
objects have no scene graph. In this paper, we discuss two applications of 3D model's
multi-instances generation algorithm, which can benefit from multi-instances generation.

1 Overview of 3D Model's Multi-instances Generation Algorithm
The key idea of 3D model's multi-instances generation algorithm is to divide a 3D model into
some subsets, while each of which can be described as an instance. As a result, a 3D model
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becomes a set of multiple instances. An instance corresponds to an object in human visual
perception. See Figure 2, a 3D model is divided into one table and four chairs.
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图 1 3D 模型所示例生成
Fig.1 3D Models Multi-instances Generation

We are inspired by Multi-Instance Multi-Label Learning (MIML) which achieve better
performance than traditional supervised learning in image retrieval, classification, annotation and
distance metric [7~9]. MIML makes it possible to create the map between instances and labels, and
thus helping to understand why a 3D model has a label.
In [10], we have presented a hierarchical clustering based approach for generating multiple
instances from a 3D model. A 3D model is mainly represented by a polygonal mesh which is
composed of triangles, quadrangles, or other simple convex polygons. All meshes can be
transformed into triangular meshes before processing. Firstly, we take connected components as
initial clusters. And then we define a dissimilarity measure between two triangle sets due to
single-linkage criterion, and utilize bottom-up agglomerative approach. Comparing with regarding
a 3D model as a whole, our approach adds a multi-instance generation step before shape analysis,
so the next processes are to deal with instances not a whole model.
3D model retrieval and semantic annotation can be promoted by 3D model’s multi-instances
generation algorithm. For example, when we use a chair as the query, we can acquire not only
chairs but also some models including chairs. In semantic annotation, for those models including
multiple objects, we can do shape classification for each object and use class name as a label, so
multiple objects can result in multiple labels. Details of the applications in 3D model retrieval and
semantic annotation will be described in the latter sections.

2 ApplicationⅠ: 3D model retrieval
Shape-based retrieval of 3D models aims to help people find a 3D model quickly. The key
issue of it is to measure shape similarity.
70

2.1 Shape Similarity

75

3D model retrieval has three main steps. Firstly shape descriptor is extracted for each 3D
model, and then shape similarity are measured between the query model and any model in a
database, finally all models in the database are sorted by similarity for retrieving best matches.
We use a 3D model having only one instance as the query. Let X be the query model and Y be
a multi-instance model which has K instances, and then their similarity D ( X , Y ) can be described
as below.
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X = {x}
Y = { y j , j = 1, ", K }
D( X , Y ) = min D( x, y j )
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See Figure 2b, the dissimilarities between the query model and each instance are measured,
and then the best match marked with red circle is selected from these instances, and meanwhile
their distance is taken as two 3D models’ dissimilarity.
Dissimilarity
measure

3D query model
3D model
(a) Traditional Shape Similarity
Dissimilarity
measures

3D query
model

3D model

Instances
(b) Our Shape Similarity based on MIML
图 2 不相似性度量的比较
Fig.2 Dissimilarity measures comparison
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And therefore, traditional shape similarity can look as a special case of multi-instance, which
can be defined as below. When there is only one instance in a 3D model, two methods can gain the
same result.
X = {x}
Y = { y}
D ( X , Y ) = D ( x, y )

2.2 Retrieval Results
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In our first experiment, we extract the DESIRE [2] shape descriptor for each instance, which is
a composite 3D-shape descriptor using depth buffer images, silhouettes, and ray-extents of a
polygonal mesh. Experiments in [2] show it outperforms the LFD [11] shape descriptor. LFD is a
shape descriptor based on 2D views which provides the best retrieval precision of some
competitors in [12]. However, the DESIRE shape descriptor can be replaced by any shape
descriptor which has better performance.
We test our shape similarity based on multi-instances for 3D model retrieval. We use
Princeton shape benchmark (PSB) [12] for testing. For the quantity of the models having multiple
objects in PSB is too small, we download some models from Google 3D warehouse including 10
-3-
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models having a table and chairs, 2 models having some chairs. The total testing data are 1826
models. Using the model named m827.off as the query, we get the retrieval results. See Figure 3,
the first one is the query model, while the rank, filename and distance are shown above the thumb
image. Users select Y if the model is related to the query, otherwise select N. The query model is a
dining chair, so all the models having a dining chair are believed right results. By our method
based on multi-instances, some models having tables and chairs with red boxes are sorted in the
first page, while those models sorted by global shape similarity are shown in Figure 4. Retrieval
results by global shape similarity are shown in Figure 5. We can see our method using
multi-instances gets better retrieval results.

图 3 基于多示例的形状相似性度量的检索结果
Fig.3 Retrieval results by our approach using multi-instances

图 4 含有多个物体的 3D 模型根据整体形状相似性的检索结果
Fig.4 Retrieval Results for 3D models having multiple objects by global shape similarities
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图 5 基于整体形状相似性的检索结果
Fig.5 Retrieval results by global shape similarities
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3 ApplicationⅡ: Semantic annotation
Semantic annotation of 3D model is an important problem, which aims to assign relevant
labels to any given 3D models by automatic or semi-automatic algorithms, and therefore does
great help to keywords based 3D model retrieval.

3.1 Method
125

K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN) is utilized for classification rule. KNN has been
widely used in the classification of objects. It is to assign the class of an unknown object to the
most represented class in its K nearest neighbors. The main steps are shown in Figure 6. As a
result, we gain class labels for each instance. Finally, a set of labels is formed after removing
interactive class labels.
KNN
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图 6 基于多示例的三维模型语义标注
Fig.6 3D models’ semantic annotations based multi-instance

3.2 Annotation Results
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In this experiment, we test whether our multi-generation algorithm can help semantic
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annotation of 3D models. The 1814 models in PSB are all used to form a training set. We still
extract DESIRE as shape descriptors. In Figure 7, we use a thumb image to represent the model to
be annotated, while the filename, vertices number and faces number are put on its right. Users can
set the K value, and then gain the classification results. For each class, we use a thumb image of a
representative model, with its full class name is shown below. Finally users can interactively judge
the result. When K=5, KNN classification result by traditional approach is shown in Figure 7a. A
3D model named m940.off is classified in “table_and_chairs” category whose parent category is
“furniture”, so the two category name can be used to annotate this model. In our MIML approach,
we firstly generate five instances for m940.off, and then each instance is classified, finally we can
gain two different classes shown in Figure 7b. Obviously, by our MIML approach, we can get
more appropriate labels from the two classes and their parent classes.

(a) Traditional approach by global shape similarities
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(b) Our approach using multi-instances
图 7 语义标注结果比较
Fig.7 Annotation results comparison

4 Conclusions
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In this paper, we show two applications of our multi-instance generation algorithm. The first
application is a retrieval of 3D models. Some 3D models having instances similar to the query are
also retrieved. The second application is a semantic annotation of 3D models. Our algorithm
achieves good application results.
We consider some directions for future research. First, we will look for better algorithms for
multi-instances generation and attempt to use human knowledge. Second, we will consider how to
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measure shape similarity between two models both including multi-instances. Finally, we will
search more applications of multi-instances generation.
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三维模型多示例生成算法的应用
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摘要：在形状匹配、检索和分类中，多数方法将三维模型作为一个整体去提取形状特征和相
似性度量，但实际上互联网上的很多三维模型中含所有多个物体。三维模型的所示例生成算
法能将三维模型划分为多个示例的集合，更有利于形状分析。本文给出了多示例生成算法的
两类应用：三维模型检索和三维模型语义标注。前一应用中主要是解决查询请求和含有多个
物体的三维模型的相似性度量。后一应用中要解决每个示例的标注。实验结果表明这两类应
用均能得到较好的结果。
关键词：三维模型检索；三维模型语义标注；形状分析
中图分类号：TP391.41
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